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Abstract

obtain reliable annotations – the quality of the labels has to be
assured by developing valid quality control mechanisms.
Furthermore, even with the help of crowdsourcing, a large
amount of annotation effort is still required and at least as many
annotations as there are unlabelled data instances need to be collected. Therefore, different machine learning algorithms have
been developed for exploitation of unlabelled (speech) data
[4, 10] aiming to reduce the number of data instances which
need manual labelling in the first place [11, 12].

A broad range of artificially intelligent applications are nowadays available resulting in a need for masses of labelled data for
the underlying machine learning models. This annotated data,
however, is scarce and expensive to obtain from expert-like annotators. Crowdsourcing has been shown as a viable alternative,
but it has to be carried out with adequate quality control to obtain reliable labels. Whilst crowdsourcing allows for the rapid
collection of large-scale annotations, another technique called
Cooperative Learning, aims at reducing the overall annotation
costs, by learning to select only the most important instances for
manual annotation. In this regard, we investigate the advantages
of this approach and combine crowdsourcing with different iterative cooperative learning paradigms for audio data annotation,
incorporating an annotator trustability score to reduce the labelling effort needed and, at the same time, to achieve better
classification results. Key experimental results on an emotion
recognition task show a considerable relative annotation reduction compared to a ‘non-intelligent’ approach of up to 85.3 %.
Moreover, the proposed trustability-based methods reach an unweighted average recall of 74.8 %, while the baseline approach
peaks at 61.2 %. Therefore, the proposed trustability-based approaches efficiently reduce the manual annotation load, as well
as improving the model.
Index Terms: Audio Processing, Crowdsourcing, Cooperative
Learning, Machine Learning, Annotator Trustability

1.1. Related Work
The idea of crowdsourcing was already applied in several tasks,
such as relevance evaluation for information retrieval systems
[13], for natural language processing [14], for labelling emotional speech assets [15], or for sentiment analysis [16]. As
this recruitment of anonymous annotators has to be done with
an adequate quality control to obtain reliable labels, different
methods were developed, including test questions, automatic
filtering, and carefully designed tasks or its descriptions [9]. In
this context, a novel method of evaluating the collected labels
was introduced, making use of the annotators’ trustability score
[17, 4].
On the other hand, the combination of crowdsourcing and
Active Learning (AL) algorithms has already been successfully
used to build an automatic translation system for low-resource
language pairs [18], for entity recognition and sentiment analysis [19], or diverse other research fields [12, 19]. Due to the
promising results of AL, considerable research has been done
on this topic [11, 12, 19]. Then, Dynamic Active Learning was
introduced to further reduce the number of manual annotations
by using an adaptive query strategy that decides dynamically
on an instance basis how many manual annotations are needed
[20], followed by the combination of AL with semi-supervised
learning resulting in a Cooperative Learning algorithm [21].

1. Introduction
Machine learning algorithms came a long way in recent years
and are applied in a wide variety of fields, such as cancer prognosis and prediction in medicine [1], image processing for autonomous driving [2], stock market analysis for financial trading [3], or sentiment analysis and emotion recognition in computational paralinguistics [4]. All algorithms in these different fields have in common that they rely on labelled data to
train their machine learning models. Although raw data is readily available through social media or the Internet-of-Thingsenabled devices, such data mostly comes without any labels.
Conventionally, experts in the corresponding field were hired to
perform the labelling process, which is time-consuming and can
get quite expensive [5].
To help alleviate this labelled data shortage, crowdsourcing has emerged as a new trend to outsource these tedious
and costly annotation tasks to the masses for large-scale parallel labelling [6, 7]. However, crowdsourcing comes with a
large amount of anonymous annotators, who mostly do not have
much knowledge about the specific task, potentially resulting in
lower quality of annotations [8, 9]. As a consequence – to still

1.2. Contributions of this Work
In this context, we have previously shown the success of combining our developed crowdsourcing-based annotator trustability measurements with two basic active learning query strategies in order to exploit the advantages of AL and most importantly to tackle the problem of unreliable annotations [4]. Based
on this initial work, we herein expand our AL algorithms by
introducing novel Trustability-based Cooperative Learning algorithms, which are cooperative learning algorithms including
the calculated annotators’ trustability values. Within this contribution, these novel trustability-based algorithms are exemplary
integrated into our gamified intelligent crowdsourcing platform
iHEARu-PLAY [22, 23] to perform several emotion recognition
experiments. We aim at identifying techniques which combine
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Algorithm 1: Trustability-based Dynamic Active Learning with least and medium certainty query strategy.
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Algorithm 2: Trustability-based Single-view Cooperative Learning.

Input: Pre-labelled training set T .
repeat
Upsample the training set T to obtain even class
distribution TD .
Use T /TD to train enhancing classifier h, then classify
pool set P.
Rank data based on the prediction confidence values C and
store them in queue Q.
Choose a query strategy:
– Least certainty query strategy: Select subset Np
whose elements are ‘at the bottom’ of ranking queue Q.
– Medium certainty query strategy: Select subset Np
whose elements are ‘in the middle’ of ranking queue Q.
Submit selected instances Np to manual annotation.
repeat
Compute aggregated manual labels l and assess
annotators’ trustability values Tu using the
trustability score calculation (cf. [4]).
Add instances with high annotators’ trustability scores
Np(high) to labelled dataset T , T = T ∪ Np(high) .
Remove Np(high) from unlabelled set P ,
P = P − Np(high) .
Keep instances with low Np(low) or medium
Np(medium) annotators’ confidence for the next
iteration in order to obtain more manual labels.
Add high confidence instances Np(high) and their
aggregated labels to training set T ,
T = T ∪ Np(high) .
until until a stop criteria is fulfilled.
until a predefined number of iterations is met.
Obtain the final classifier H.
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Input: Pre-labelled training set T .
repeat
Perform Active Learning (cf. [4]) on an initial training set
T and obtain subset Np for manual labelling.
For each instance x in Np :
repeat
Submit x to all annotators.
until
P trustability-based agreement level
au ∈Axl (Tu + at ) ≥ j is fulfilled.
Remove manual labelled subset Np from unlabelled set
P, P = P \ Np and add Np to labelled training set
T , T = T ∪ Np .
Execute Self-Training (cf. [21]) based on the new training
set and obtain subset Nst for automatic labelling.
Remove automatic labelled subset Nst from unlabelled
P, P = P \ Nst and add Nst to labelled training set
T , T = T ∪ Nst .
until a predefined number of iterations is met.

and medium confidence values are sent for manual annotation.
Finally, these instances are added to the training set T and are
removed from the unlabelled data set P. This sequential process
is repeated until a predefined number of instances are selected
or until some stopping criterion is met [4, 21].
2.2. Trustability-based Cooperative Learning
Cooperative learning combines AL and semi-supervised learning (SSL), using previously labelled data to find corresponding
labels for the still unlabelled data in an iterative process to reduce the potential downsides of the individual algorithms [21].
We differentiate between three cooperative learning scenarios:
(i) Trustability-based single-view Cooperative Learning:
The single-view cooperative learning (svCL), shown in Algorithm 2, is a combination of AL with a medium certainty query
strategy and Self-Training. Self-Training (cf. [21]) is based on
the principle of highest certainty or agreement, in such a way
that the predicted classes with higher certainty levels are automatically labelled and added to the training set T . First, the
AL algorithm executes the initial training set and obtains a subset of files Np with medium certainty to hand over to manual
annotation. Then, the labelled files Np are removed from the
unlabelled pool set P and are added to the training set T . With
this newly updated training set, the Self-Training algorithm is
executed to generate labels for a subset of files Nst with the
highest confidence values C. When the labels are selected, the
associated files Nst are removed from the unlabelled pool set
P and added to the training set T . This algorithm is repeated
until all files, or a predefined number of files are annotated, or
the trained model reaches a certain performance threshold.
(ii)Trustability-based mixed-view Cooperative Learning:
Mixed-view cooperative learning (xvCL) is the combination of
AL with a medium certainty query strategy and Co-Training (cf.
[21]), hence the name “mixed-view” (cf. Algorithm 3). In comparison with the earlier described Self-Training, Co-Training
uses two models trained and tested on two different “views”
of the data. In each iteration of the algorithm, the two “views”
select the instances independently. The rest of the algorithm
structure is similar to the earlier described svCL algorithm.
(iii) Trustability-based multi-view Cooperative Learning:
The multi-view cooperative learning (mvCL) approach combines Co-active learning (cf. [21]) as the AL part and CoTraining as the SSL part (cf. Algorithm 4). Otherwise, the algorithm follows the same structure as the previously described
xvCL and svCL algorithms.

the advantages of trustability-based crowdsourcing and cooperative learning to efficiently reduce the number of needed annotations by following valid quality control procedures.

2. Intelligent Audio Analysis
The herein proposed algorithms aim at collecting only reliable labels, while at the same time preventing the acquisition
of unnecessary annotations. Therefore, the Trustability-based
Dynamic Active Learning Algorithm (cf. [4]) and the novel
Trustability-based Cooperative Learning Algorithms include an
annotator trustability-based agreement level j. This agreement
level is computed by using the trustability value Tu of an annotator (cf. [4]) by determining how many annotations have to
be gathered in order to compute the final label of an instance.
The advantage of the agreement level j in this approach is that
it is repeated until the defined annotator trustability sum of the
answers reaches the agreement level instead of stopping when
n annotations for one label have been collected.
For the learning approaches presented in this work, a small
set of already labelled data is required, which can be obtained
from experts or by transfer learning [24].
2.1. Trustability-based Dynamic Active Learning
Giving the highly promising results obtained in our earlier work
[4], we consider two basic Dynamic Active Learning (DAL) algorithms with two different certainty query strategies (cf. Algorithm 1). Starting with an upsampling procedure, an equal class
distribution TD in the training set T can be obtained. Both algorithms start by classifying all instances of the unlabelled data
pool P using the model previously trained on the labelled data.
Then, the confidence values C (cf.[25]) assigned to each instance are ranked and stored in a queue Q. Afterwards, a subset
Np of P corresponding to those instances predicted with least
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Algorithm 3: Trustability-based Mixed-view Cooperative Learning.
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Algorithm 4: Trustability-based Multi-view Cooperative
Learning algorithm.
1
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Input: A learning domain with features X .
repeat
Perform Active Learning (cf. [4]) on an initial training set
T and obtain subset Np for manual labelling.
For each instance x in Np :
repeat
Submit x to all annotators.
until
P trustability-based agreement level
au ∈Axl (Tu + at ) ≥ j is fulfilled.
Remove manual labelled subset Np from unlabelled set
P, P = P \ Np and add Np to labelled training set
T , T = T ∪ Np .
Execute Co-Training (cf. [21]) based on the new training
set and obtain subset Nct for automatic labelling.
Remove automatic labelled subset Nct from unlabelled
P, P = P \ Nct and add Nct to labelled training set
T , T = T ∪ Nct .
until a predefined number of iterations is met.

UAR [%]

1

Input: A learning domain with features X .
repeat
Perform Co-Active Learning (cf. [21]) on an initial
training set T and obtain subset Nca for manual
labelling.
For each instance x in Nca :
repeat
Submit x to all annotators.
until
P trustability-based agreement level
au ∈Axl (Tu + at ) ≥ j is fulfilled.
Remove manual labelled subset Nca from unlabelled set
P, P = P \ Nca and add Nca to labelled training set
T , T = T ∪ Nca .
Execute Co-Training (cf. [21]) based on the new training
set and obtain subset Nct for automatic labelling.
Remove automatic labelled subset Nct from unlabelled set
P, P = P \ Nct and add Nct to labelled training set
T , T = T ∪ Nct .
until a predefined number of iterations is met.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the (trustability-based) learning algorithms and the Passive Learning algorithm. Average UAR and
number of manual annotations are measured across 20 independent runs of each algorithm. Results of the algorithms without
trustability score are shown in (a), with trustability score in (b).
tion tasks [28, 29] and extracted our audio features using the
open-source toolkit openSMILE [30].

3. Experiments

3.4. Experimental Setup

3.1. Tasks

We applied the open-source machine-learning and data-mining
software WEKA [31] and chose a Support-Vector Machine
(SVM) being trained with a Sequential Minimal Optimization
(SMO) algorithm and a complexity constant C of 0.1 to construct a hyperplane to separate the instances of different classes.
Our model was initially trained with 200 randomly selected
instances, while the remaining data was used as the unlabelled
data pool P. At each iteration, the algorithms choose 200 instances for manual annotation from the pool set. We made
use of upsampling [32], wherein multiple copies of existing instances were added to the classes which have a low amount of
instances. A SSL step was performed in each iteration, getting
200 files from the pool set labelled by the machine. In addition,
to ensure statistical accuracy, every algorithm was repeated 20
times with randomly selected initial training instances.

The proposed algorithms were evaluated by conducing several
emotion recognition experiments comparing the performance of
svCL with the least and medium query strategy, xvCL with the
least and medium strategy, and mvCL, all repeatedly without
and with trustability-based annotations.
3.2. Dataset
We evaluated on the FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus [26], which
has been part of the INTERSPEECH emotion challenge 2009
[27] and consists of recordings of German children playing with
Sony’s pet-robot Aibo. The audio data were recorded at two different schools in Germany, featuring 51 children at the age of
10 to 13 and cut into over 15 000 instances for our purposes,
resulting in nearly 7.5 hours of continuous speech. To assure
speaker-independence, the instances from one school were used
as pool and training sets, whereas the recordings from the second school were used as test set.

3.5. Evaluation
Annotations. The FAU Aibo Emotion Corpus was labelled on
iHEARu-PLAY [22] with the help of the proposed algorithms
taking into account the trustability of the annotator. All in all,
we had 14 annotators (3 female and 11 male) between 20 and
27 years old, excluding three annotators who did not reveal their

3.3. Acoustic Feature Set
We applied the INTERSPEECH 2009 feature set (IS09) [27],
which has been applied successfully for different kinds of emo-
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Table 1: Numeric results of 20 independent runs with 200 randomly selected initial training instances for the approach with conventional and trustability-based annotations. UAR[%] denotes the maximum achieved UAR of the algorithms and their standard deviations
SD [%]. NA is the number of annotations needed to achieve the maximal UAR. CR [%] is the relative cost reduction when achieving
the maximum compared to Passive Learning; TR [h] is the duration of the instances for which the annotation costs can be saved.
Algorithm
PL
DALl
DALm
SSL
svCLl
svCLm
xvCLl
xvCLm
mvCL

UAR [%]
54.17
63.9
63.52
63.72
63.51
63.68
63.48
63.66
63.54

Conventional
SD [%]
NA [#]
0.00
15 000
0.37
9 000
0.27
8 200
0.38
9 000
0.29
5 000
0.45
4 600
0.25
4 800
0.38
4 800
0.29
4 400

CR [%]
–
40.0
45.3
40.0
66.7
69.3
68.0
68.0
70.6

TR [h]
–
3.0
3.4
3.0
5.0
5.2
5.1
5.1
5.3

Algorithm
TPL
TDALl
TDALm
TSSL
TsvCLl
TsvCLm
TxvCLl
TxvCLm
TmvCL

age. The annotators were asked to label the data into the emotions motherese, touchy, surprised, neutral, joyful, emphatic,
angry, helpless, bored, and other as was originally performed
on the data, following IS2009 [27]. We adapted the proposed
binary emotion classes in [27]; NEG(ative) which includes all
negative emotions (angry, touchy, and emphatic), and IDL(e),
containing all other emotions.
Baseline. A Passive Learning (PL) approach acted as a baseline, which simply chooses a subset Np of the pool set P for
manual labelling randomly and is therefore considered as a
‘non-intelligent’ approach. After having collected the label l
for an instance, this instance is removed from the pool set and
added together with the label to the training set T . This procedure is repeated until all instances of the pool set are labelled.
Measurement. To determine the classification performance,
we used the unweighted average recall (UAR), following the
recommendation in [27].

UAR [%]
57.18
71.56
71.58
71.53
71.28
71.24
71.17
71.2
71.23

Trustability-based
SD [%]
NA [#]
0.11
15 000
0.39
8 600
0.35
8 400
0.35
8 200
0.31
4 600
0.28
5 000
0.33
4 200
0.33
4 800
0.39
5 200

CR [%]
–
42.6
44.0
45.3
69.3
66.7
72.0
68.0
65.3

TR [h]
–
3.2
3.3
3.4
5.2
5.0
5.4
5.1
4.9

method (cf. Table 1). The overall highest UAR was achieved by
the trustability-based DALl approach with a maximum UAR of
71.56 %, directly followed by the TSSL method with 71.53 %,
and the TsvCLl approach with a maximum UAR of 71.28 %.
More importantly, these findings indicate that the trustabilitybased CL methods reduce the annotation load compared to PL
(15 k annotations) with up to 4.2 k annotations for the TxvCLl
approach and outperforms PL by reducing the annotations drastically by up to 72.0 %, as well as TDALl (8.6 k annotations,
42.6 % CR) and TSSL (8.2 k annotations, 45.3 % CR).

5. Conclusion and Outlook
Motivated by a scarcity of annotated data, active learning strategies have been investigated to reduce the cost of gathering labels for audio datasets. In this regard, we introduced the idea of
incorporating an annotator trustability score into different machine learning approaches. Making use of the advantages of
crowdsourcing to collect annotations in a fast and cost-effective
manner, we integrated the proposed trustability-based algorithms into the crowdsourcing platform iHEARu-PLAY, to evaluate our algorithms by performing a range of emotion recognition studies. As a result, our conventional, baseline passive
learning (PL) approach required more than 15 k annotations to
achieve a maximum UAR of 54.17 %. The trustability-based
TXvCL approach achieved a relative annotation cost reduction
of up to 72.0 % while achieving a UAR of 71.17 %.

4. Results and Discussion
As shown in Figure 1, for all approaches, the sequential addition
of manually labelled instances to an initial training set leads to
continuous improvements in the performance of the classifier.
Further, for all algorithms the UAR first increases steeply with
the number of manual annotations and stagnates at some point.
In order to study the effectiveness of the proposed methods, we compare the different learning approaches to PL. The
results, as presented in Figure 1 and Table 1, demonstrate that
all conventional approaches outperform the baseline PL with
54.17 % UAR. The highest UAR was achieved by DALl with a
UAR of 63.9 %, directly followed by svCLm with a maximum
UAR of 63.68 %. The maximum UAR, the number of annotations needed to reach this maximum, and the relative annotation
cost reduction (CR) of reaching the maximum UAR compared
to PL are given in Table 1. As can be seen, the PL algorithm collects more than 15 k annotations to achieve its maximum UAR,
while mvCL stops after only 4.4 k manual labelled instances,
resulting in the highest overall CR of 70.6 %.
More importantly, when comparing the conventional machine learning approaches to the novel trustability-based ones,
a considerable improvement on the UAR can be observed for all
algorithms, indicating that the trustability-based annotations result in a more coherent and robust model than the conventional
ones. Furthermore, the observed shorter TsvCL, TxvCL, and
TmvCL curves indicate that these methods require markedly
less manual annotations to achieve the same performance for
both, untrusted and trusted algorithms. In order to demonstrate the CR, the costs in terms of the numbers of manual annotations at the highest UAR achieved are compared by each

The performed experiments indicate that the proposed
trustability-based algorithms have clear advantages over the PL
method and conventional active learning approaches. While
achieving better performances, the main aspect is the effective
way of drastically reducing the number of needed annotations
and therefore the need for manual labellers. Hence in conclusion, the trustability-based algorithms are an effective approach
combining active learning and the annotator trustability and can
therefore be used in crowdsourcing platforms in order to reduce
the annotation costs while at the same time potentially improving classification results. Future work will focus on evaluating
the algorithms on more databases and with even more diverse
trustability scores of the annotators to demonstrate the robustness and performance improvements.
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